Selection Criteria for Training Partner

1. Applicant organization shall be either Agency/ Institute/ Company/ Trust/ Society/ Corporate/ IT Firm/ NGO and must have proven establishment as a Training provider.

2. Have at least 20 qualified (minimum BE/ B.Tech/ Graduate or equivalent) trainer of various areas respectively as covered under GKS training programme.

3. Turnover of the applicant organization should be minimum Rs. 50 lacs.

4. Institute/ Organization may apply as lead institute along with up to three network institute associated with lead institute.

5. Must have trained minimum 1000 candidates in last two years where in students have paid the fees.

6. Applicant organization must be enlisted at any two Govt./aided organization as a Training Partner.

7. Required to be engaged at minimum two GKS training centers in different district across the State.

8. Must have submitted signed agreement of MoU as Training Partner of GKS MoU Policy.

9. Must have paid Non Refundable application fee of Rs.1000/- by DD.